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Indian bike market is witnessing a blitz of latest bike entries recently. This includes popular bike
manufacturers such as Hero Honda, Bajaj, TVS, etc to Suzuki, Harley Davidson and many other
International biking wizards. These renowned automobile manufacturers boost modern designs,
latest gadgets, sporty appearance, powerful engine and the bikes come with plethora of options
making it the best bike. However, all the latest bike prices are high.

Ducati Diavel is one of the latest bikes in India claiming fuel efficiency. This bike offers an electric
start and is a 4 stroke engine featuring generating zipper acceleration and. Ducati Diavel Sports
offers an impressive style with stylish halogen headlamp offering clear vision.

Ducati Diavel Sports is a classy bike with advance features and wealth of comfort making the ride
comfortable and smooth. It comes with broad alloy wheels and controls off-roading, thereby
minimizing risk of skidding. The engine offers 185bhp power and torque of 221ft lbs.

Pros- Aggressive look, advanced features, powerful and very comfortable.

Cons- Price tag

KTM Duke 200 is an upcoming bike with 124cc engine ensuring best performance. This is a race
bike with 2 stroke engine offering amazing mileage. This is expected to come in classy and stylish
colors, besides being an attitude bike. The straight handlebars offer a sporty look and the halogen
headlight looks elegant.

The bike appears small and appealing, while the foot pegs are stylishly tuck when unused.  It
comprises of distinctive center such as fuel gauge, trip meter, and speedometer, turn indicator
signal, etc. The stylish and large bold alloy wheels offer enhancing style and looks. This stylish racer
bike offers upright comfortable seating and painless riding.

Pros-Sporty Looks

Cons-Awaited

Honda CBR 150R is a classy bike that looks irresistible and impressive. It looks attractive and
elegant. This comprises of tachometer, fuel gauge, speedometer, tripmeter with standard indicators.
This is a 4 stroke bike with double cylinder and DOHC engine. The bike offers 30 to 35kmpl mileage
on roads. It has advance engine and features offering impressive look of sporty design.

Pros-Alloy wheels and Advanced features

Cons-Sporty design, Advanced features and expensive

Triumph America 850 is a powerful 865cc delivering power of 61 HP and torque of 74Nm. It offers
around 20 to 25kmpl. This bike is pick-up master and is a masterpiece coming with pre-load
adjustable, telescopic fork and dual shock of tyres.

Pros-Impressive engine and great acceleration.

Cons-High price, non-impressive exhaust system and lower fuel economy.
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Aprilia Rsv4 is dynamic and fuel efficient with electric digital ignition. The bike offers good mileage
and has 4 throttle bodies, airbox and 8 injectors. The pickup is amazing and offers better
performance. Even at high speed there is no noise or vibration.

Pros-Brazen look with enhanced features

Cons-High cost.

BMW R 1200gs is fuel efficient loaded with electric start and air cooling technology. The fuel tank is
20 liters offering 4 ltr reserve petrol. It is a smooth bike at higher speeds and the suspension
absorbs maximum shock. It offers greater control and stability ensuring exhilarating jerk free riding
experience.

Pros-Aggressive and brazen look, powerful and Fuel efficient

Cons-Compression Ratio is 12:1.

Bike Prices in India is:

Ducati Diavel Sports- Rs.2, 700,000

Ktm Duke 200- Rs.117, 500

Honda CBR 150Râ€“ Rs. 100,000

BMW R 1200 GS- Rs. 2,000,000

Hero Honda Diesel 400- Rs. 150,000

Aprillia RSV4- Rs. 1,800,000

Triump America 850- Rs.800,000
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